1. what happened during the storm?
2. Charlie needed a battery
3. Isabel Jane had a rite to cry.
4. Big brothers can be mean
5. Why did Isabel Jane cry?
6. Charlie’s remote control toys need batteries.
7. We had fun at the picnic before the rain began.
8. The basket held our lunches.
9. Charlie learned a lesson when he lost power.
1. What do people need.
2. The puppy needs a pen.
3. The carpets is beautiful?
4. The woman needs supplys for the carpet
5. did the boy get his wishes?
6. He learned something from a wise man.
7. Now the man brings carpets too sell.
8. A carpenter make things out of wood.
9. The man brung the goats hair to the spinner.
10. everyone was happy at the end.
1. why was it a good day for fish

2. The villagers were plesed with the catch

3. the fishing line began to twich.

4. Did all the villagers help yanck in the fish

5. “Aana! help me pull this fish!

6. He packed his wives’ mother on the sledd.

7. Kumaks family and the villagers didn’t give up

8. Did all the fishes come out of the water.

9. Kumak saw the sun through the wilow?

10. would Kumak have caught the fish without the villagers.
1. Hannah dreamed she had one hundred dollar.

2. Nick and I took our pennys to the bank?

3. What a beautiful Sundy it is.

4. dad agreed to cash the check for me.

5. Beth is worried about losing her money

6. Was that Beths quarter.

7. Have you scene this kind of nickel.

8. The boys is colecting coins.

9. Display you’re photos in this window

10. Does Jen and Jeff enjoy their work.
1. Are you proud of your new bike.

2. We sold peaches and they sold beans.

3. He saved his money and it was a large amount

4. The boys new bicycle cost a lot.

5. Dad taught him to ride a bike in an hour.

6. Can he ride it good now.

7. I tried to carry a box on my bike, but it was too heavy.

8. Can’t you put it on your bike.

9. Tom made a choice and he was happy with it.

10. Toys and games is expensive.